A theoretical perusal of the satellite DNA curvature in tenebrionid beetles.
The curvature patterns of seven satellite DNAs taken from beetles belonging to the family Tenebrionidae (Coleoptera) were modelled utilising a number of computer programs that describe and plot the curvature profiles of DNA. The theoretical analysis agreed with the experimentally observed curvature of most of these satellite DNAs, and its absence in Tribolium freemani and Tenebrio obscurus satellite I. In many cases, the tenebrionid satellite DNAs lack periodically repeated runs of phased-A-tracts, yet they represent a clear example of curved DNA. The macroscopic curvature of satellites from these closely related organisms confirmed that other sequence elements must be participating in the bending of these DNAs. Our modelling approaches are discussed, together with previous experimental results, in terms of the role played by DNA curvature in the organisation of satellite DNA and the tight compacting of heterochromatin.